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To place an order, please call the office at 586-790-2678 or the shop at 586-465-0339 or send us an email:
duckguylsb@juno.com We accept Visa, Master, Discover, Amex, Postal Money Orders, Checks & Cash.
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Lock Stock & Barrell, Inc.

and

The E. Allen Decoy Company

Dear Fellow Waterfowlers,
Thank you for your interest in LOCK STOCK & BARRELL, INC. and our waterfowling products. We are
currently manufacturing five duck hunting boats:
1. The Brant I- a one man sculling boat, functional for hunting the marsh either sneak shooting
or laying in wait along rivers and lakes.
(cockpit dimensions-34” x 51”)
2. The Brant II- a two man sculling boat, excellent for rivers, lakes and marsh. We also carry
the sculling oar, spray dodger and full camouflage sculling/hunting blind.
(cockpit dimensions-*front 26” x 44”
*rear 29” x 44”)
3. The South Bay Scooter- a two man marsh/layout boat, complete with storage below deck,
gun racks, shell holders, back rest and lock down hard cover & optional blind.
(cockpit dimensions-42” x 73”)
4. The Whistler- a two man “Pumpkinseed” style layout boat comes complete with dodger, hardware, backrest, removable floor and installed floatation...ready to hunt.
(cockpit dimensions-58” x 98”) *****NEW*****
5. The Brant II-“X”-totally redesigned deck for added stealth and hunter convenience.
This re-design of a time tested boat is dynamic......see enclosed sheet..
Our Waterfowling Boats are hand laid fiberglass with closed-cell foam floatation. You will note that we are offering our boats in kit form. The kit will include all the fiberglass parts as they come out of the molds (trimmed),
along with a hardware package, and in some boats, an adhesive package and floatation package. We also have
complete video/CD assembly manuals for each kit. These videos are easy to follow and the video on the Brant II
also includes a “How To” on sculling along with some photographic work using the Brant II. When you purchase
your boat, the video is included (on loan), otherwise, it is $35.00 ($20 is refundable upon return of the video).
Once you have studied the video, you should have no problem with assembly. The Brant II is a snap to assemble,
whereas the South Bay Scooter and the Whistler are a bit more labor and skill intensive but well within the capabilities of most “Tool-Timers”.
Your boat will be shipped via Yellow Freight. We have had very good success with them as our carrier. They
pick the package up at our shop and deliver it to your door. They will usually notify you when it arrives at their
dock to arrange a convenient delivery time. You may pre-pay your freight or accept freight-collect, your choice.
Shipping costs vary depending upon your distance and accessibility from our shop in Michigan: PA/$350+, ME/
$400+, GA/$400+, TX/$500+, CA/$600+, WA/$675+, AK/$700+ (the Whistler will be higher). As the package
crosses the Rockies, the shipping cost goes up. We will get you the best pricing available. Your exact shipping
cost would be determined at the time of ordering/shipping. There is also a $250.00 to $300.00 packing/crating
charge, depending upon which boat you purchase. You can save all crating & shipping charges by picking your
boat up at our shop.
******** NEW ******* NEW ******* 2002******* NEW ******* NEW *******
Our Newest project is a Field & Marsh-Mummy Blind-Kit. We have developed this product to make your field/
marsh hunting effective, comfortable and dry. This blind is available as a kit and is easily shipped via UPS &
FedEx, saving you considerable delivery expenses. See enclosed sheet for details.
We are also manufacturing a 6’ long fiberglass goose decoy/blind to be used for open field hunting. We have
found these to be very effective on both ducks and geese. You sit inside the decoy/blind, with other decoys spread
around you. When the birds are in range, you sit up, the lid/lids flip out of the way and you can easily pivot to
shoot. Viewing slots can be cut to provide the visibility you desire. Viewing is also done through the lid cuts.
The decoy comes in primer so you can paint it to match the type of geese you are hunting in your area. We have
tested it in Michigan, Texas and Indiana for over 17 years and find it most effective, having proven it on Canadian
geese, Snows & Speckle-bellies & Sandhills. You can paint your decoy in flat latex paints, our Flat Marine
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or spray paints (rattle cans). We offer the decoy with a 31” shoulder height, which you can modify, if you wish,
to your own specifications....kit or ready-to-hunt.
We have been carrying the E.ALLEN DECOY for more than a decade and are the primary dealer for these birds.
We are also the manufacturer, having purchased the entire company in 1996. We stock the full line and usually
carry a large inventory, there is no “off season” for us with our products and availability. These decoys are high
density Urethane Foam. They are a very tough, resilient decoy and are impervious to gasoline and most common
solvents. All these decoys are molded off patterns carved by Blue Ribbon World Class Carvers. You can now
“paint along with the experts”. All decoys are provided unpainted, heads detached and pre-primed at the factory.
This gives you the option of any head position, attitude, sex and color selection you desire. You can modify and
carve these birds as you wish, making preeners, feeders, sleepers and the like. You merely wash the decoy down
with lacquer thinner or methyl alcohol, scuff with 3M SCOTCH BRITE (green) while washing, mount the head
and paint. Though they carve like balsa, you will find them to be a tough, long lasting decoy. We have full support for you with these decoys...books, brushes, adhesive, paint (Flat Marine Enamels & Golden Matte Acrylics), primer, clear coat, keels, mother line, decoy line & clips.
We are now providing these birds painted in quantities from single samples to full hunting rigs. These birds are
on a limited basis, so order early. Single samples can be purchased as painting examples, mantle ducks, lamps or
merely a “look-see” prior to purchasing a full rig. They make excellent gifts for the hunter.
The “WHISTLER” is our “single purpose” layout boat. It is a 2-man Pumpkinseed style layout boat This
style of boat was developed to handle the big waters of The Great Lakes here in Michigan, and has proven itself
over decades of usage. Our boat has been refined to give good towability, excellent stability , safety and hunter
comfort. This boat is hand laid fiberglass with full floatation and non-rusting hardware and fittings for a tough
boat that will give you years of use and then can be passed on to the next generation of hunters. You will be
proud to own a “WHISTLER”.
Our newest “addition” is the NEW & IMPROVED………”Brant II-X” (Yup…Xtreme sculling). This is a
redesign of our time tested Brant II scull boat. We maintained the same design of the hull and look to the boat
(Merry Meeting Bay style of sculler) but have added improvements that we’ve been thinking about for over 20
years. There is a sheet in the catalog that highlights the new Brant II-X
“On the drawing board” is our 1-man layout that is the “Kid Brother” of our Whistler. We have our prototype
made and have been testing it the last two season and it’s performing exactly as planned. We still have to make a
2nd prototype from which to make molds. This is still a “work in progress” and we have pictures on our website.
We try to keep an inventory of boats for your convenience and you will at times be able to order from stock. During the busy season, a deposit will secure your boat and delivery will be scheduled as soon as it is finished. We
will do our best to have a boat available when you want it...please order early.
Yours in Waterfowling,
Lou Tisch
Pres., LSB,Inc
Anne Tisch
Office Mngr., LSB,Inc.
HELPING YOU ENJOY YOUR SPORT!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LOCK STOCK & BARRELL, INC. * 36568 Boyce Dr., Clinton Twp., MI 48035 (offices)
Phone: (586) 790-2678
E-mail: duckguylsb@juno.com

www.lockstockbarrell.com

www.eallendecoys.com
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The WHISTLER’S………”KID BROTHER”
"THE WHISTLER'S KID BROTHER" is a 1-man Pumpkinseed-Style Layout Boat. This is a redesign and refinement of our Whistler, 2-man Layout Boat. This boat is built to handle the large bodies
of water of the Great Lakes of Michigan. We have sectioned a portion out of the Whistler (two man layout boat) to create a one-man, "Kid Brother" of the Whistler, with the same stability, safety, and hunting capabilities as the original.
This “Kid Brother” is still in the development
stages. We have built one prototype (seen here) and
have been testing it for three seasons. It’s performing exactly as planned. We will be building another
set of prototype parts and then building molds from
those plugs. Once that is done and proofed, we will
be going into production. Thanks all and watch the
website for announcements.
Lou

www.lockstockbarrell.com
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THE “BRANT II-X”

We have been manufacturing the Brant II (2-man scull boat) for over 20 years now. During this time, we have been
dreaming about improvements that we would like to incorporate into the boat, “should” we ever get a chance to redesign it. Well, the time has come.
We have maintained the hull shape since this has proven to be a very sea worthy, stable and efficient design. The basic hull has merely had some changes made in the transom and assembly flanges. The deck on the other hand has
been completely redesigned to incorporate over 20 years of ideas. We have maintained the “look, feel & design lineage” of the Brant-II, but went back to the drawing board.
The transom board has been incorporated into the laminating schedule of the deck, for ease of laminating, assembly
and strength for usage. The motor box is now a separate unit and is bonded into the deck after assembly. This has
allowed us to achieve a better clamping angle for more secure motor mounting. Both cockpits have been widened,
both eliminating the ammo tray “bump outs” and enlarging the effective space within the boat for occupants and
gear. This enlargement of the cockpits will also allow more versatility when sculling, layout shooting or marsh hunting. The backrests are now a rivet/attached feature of the boat and allow more latitude during assembly and usage.
We are currently making the backrests from Kelron......a very tough and resilient polypropylene material. These
Kelron backrests have their gray (or optional black) color impregnated throughout the material. The shell boxes are
now a vacuum formed ABS plastic that shows great resilience in our tests and can now be custom installed for convenience. We have also increased the height of the deck by just over an inch to give a little more boat depth and “hide”
when sculling. This has proven to be a great design advantage.
The deck to hull connection has been completely redesigned for several reasons, but primarily to make the boat a
drier boat when motoring. We have added a flared flange to the hull to mate up with the corresponding edge of the
deck. These surfaces are mated & bonded for strength and rigidity. This gives us a hard upper-chine to shed water
away from the boat when motoring.
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We gain a drier running boat, which adds to hunter comfort and safety. It also aids to stabilize
the boat during a radical turn as it acts as an “elevator” to lift the edge of the boat as water flows
under this flange.

The entire floatation system of the boat has been redesigned and is currently available with packages of CL foam (2# density) sheeting installed in the stern, along the sides, under the center section and in the bow. We are working on floatation tanks (ABS plastic) that will be foam filled and
installed in the stern, along the sides along with urethane and CL foam under the center section
and bow. This gives us even more floatation than is required and provides you with an added
margin of safety should it ever be needed.

These improvements were implemented to increase the ease of lamination, assembly and huntability. The assembly ease becomes a critical factor when you consider that many of our boats
are sold as kits. We are pleased with the Brant II-X and believe that you will be too.
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www.lockstockbarrell.com
586-790-2678
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“The Mud Box”-Field & Marsh Blind-Kit
Designed by Hippie-Developed/Presented by: Lock Stock & Barrell, Inc.
web: www.lockstockbarrell.com, phone: (586) 790-2678, email: duckguylsb@juno.com

This kit, which is UPS-shippable, includes the components (except adhesive) you require to build this blind.
It comes in 6 pieces of black ABS plastic (includes backrest & cover) that are easy to assemble using an
ABS adhesive mix. You will now have a comfortable, water-tight blind for those wet/muddy/marshy areas
where the birds frequent. The blind is easily painted or camoflaged with a patterned covering or local materials for an effective “hide”. You can now set up where the birds want to be! Intro @ $349
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THE E. ALLEN DECOY
The E. Allen Decoy is a high density urethane
foam reproduction of a pattern produced by Blue
Ribbon Carvers. These decoys are tough and will
stand up to years of use. They are impervious to
most solvents, i.e. gasoline.
Your decoy is supplied unpainted with the head
detached. This allows you total flexibility regarding the attitude and coloration of your decoy.
Trim and/or file the bottom flange smooth. Once
you have determined the attitude and direction of
your decoy’s head, both mating surfaces (head &
body seat) must be sanded or scuffed to prepare
for bonding. The head can be cut off at any height or angle desired and the body can be modified as required to give your desired positioning. Most of these decoys have an air pocket underneath with a slot for the keel to be installed. Drill 1 or 2 small holes through the underside
of the head seat in the area of the keel slot. Install a screw (i.e. 3 1/2” galvanized deck screw
with washer) up through the underside into the bottom of the head. This is a trial fit. When
you have assured yourself that all is satisfactory, remove the head and prepare for bonding.
If your decoy comes with a flat bottom, it will have an internal keel installed at the time of
casting. To mount the head, you will drill a 3/16” hole down from the center of the head seat
of the body through the bottom of the keel. This hole will need to be drilled oversized from the
bottom to recess the screw head (approx. 3/4”). Establish the exact position of the head on the
body and mark this on the body with alignment marks on the head. You can now drill a series
of 3/16” holes in a circle around the rim of the underside of the head and within the head markings on the body. These help give a little extra bite for the adhesive. We recommend our catalyzed polyester marine putty (waterproof) or a similar product (i.e. “Bondo”) for adhering the
head and patching any boo-boos. Mix your adhesive, set the head in place and run a 3 1/2”
galvanized deck screw up into the head. The head is dense enough to hold the screw. It is a
good idea, with some heads (i.e. Super Mags.) to run a screw up through each side of the air
pocket into the head for extra anchorage. Clean up extra adhesive with acetone, lacquer thinner or the appropriate solvent for the adhesive chosen.

SURFACE PREPARATION
Your decoy will require very little surface preparation prior to painting. New manufacturing processes allow us to supply you with a decoy that is pre-primed at the factory.
This allows you to maintain all the detail originally cast into your block. You will need to
wash your decoy down with a solvent (i.e. shellac thinner or lacquer thinner) to clean the
surface of any surfacing agents, then scuff your decoy with a 3M SCOTCH BRITE PAD.
This roughens the surface to give good bite for the paint. You are then ready to paint. I
recommend another coating of primer.
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PAINTING THE E. ALLEN DECOY
You may use any type or solvent base paint you wish. The decoy will not be harmed by solvents. Again, I recommend a coating of primer. A lacquer based primer will “bite” the best
into the factory coating.
We use two types of paint: Flat Marine Enamel (FME) and Acrylics. The FME (thinned with
paint thinner) tends to “bite” more into the primer and provide a more durable surface for hunting decoys. The Golden Matte Acrylics give us more latitude in color matching and blending
to the actual bird. Our “mantle” dekes are painted in acrylics, as are some of the heads of our
hunting decoys. We use Golden’s acrylics to obtain our iridescence: mix Bone Black with Interference Green (50-50), then thin with Flow Medium or Flow Release, to “wash” onto the
head of the Bluebill, Goldeneye or Mallard over a flat black base. The other interference colors (blue, red, violet) can likewise be mixed with Bone Black for the blending of the head of
Buffy Drakes, Ringneck & Lesser Scaup.

EYES
You may find it desirable to install glass eyes. These are available in many colors and sizes or
you can buy clear glass eyes and color them to your requirements. An easy alternative, especially for hunting decoys, is to merely paint the eyes, since the detail of the eye & lid are already present. Paint the eye white to give a good base. Then, wash the eye with 2 thin coatings of the color (acrylic) you wish the eye to be, keeping the eye a little on the light side.
Place a round black pupil in the middle and accent with a little white at the top to hint of a light
reflection. When dry give it 1 or 2 wash coats of an acrylic glossing medium. This will give
you a very believable eye.
If you are installing eyes, you will need to determine the size of the eye required (this dimension is given in metric i.e. 10mm, 14mm). The eyes come as a pair with a wire connecting
them. Cut this wire, leaving about a half inch attached to each glass eye. Using a spur bit, centered in the decoy’s eye bulge, drill a hole, the appropriate size about 1/4” deep. Mix up some
“Bondo” (or plastic wood) and seat the eye in place, without it “bulging” out of the socket. If
you removed the lids while drilling, you can fashion eye lids with this adhesive using a brush
and lacquer thinner. When painting, you can paint right over the eye and just scrape it off with
your fingernail when done.
Your decoy will require a keel. Scuff up the
keel slot with a file, and bond the keel in
place with epoxy or “Bondo”. If you wish to
weight your keel it is easiest to rout a slot in
the bottom of the keel and epoxy a river pencil sinker into it. Coat your decoy with a couple mist coats of Testor’s Dull Cote (#1260)
and Krylon Matte Finish (#1311) to bring out
the iridescence on the head, and you are ready
hunt or felt pad it and put it on the mantle..or..mantle it, then hunt it. ...enjoy!
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Effective 01/31/11

Sample
1st 3 ea

Head only

4th &
more

23.95
23.95
23.95
27.75
27.75
27.75
27.75
27.75
27.75
27.75
27.75
27.75
29.50

8.00
8.00
8.00
9.25
9.25
9.25
9.25
9.25
9.25
9.25
9.25
9.25
10.50

20.95
20.95
20.95
24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75
24.75
26.95

Common Merganser hen or drake

29.50
29.50
29.50
29.50
33.75

10.50
10.50
10.50
11.75
13.75

26.95
26.95
26.95
26.95
30.50

Brant regular or swimmer-by Paul Dobrosky
Mag. Mallard-Freddie Muhs-Hi/Med/Lo

33.75
29.50

11.25
10.50

30.50
26.95

Scoter-White Wing

49.25

18.25

44.50

Scoter-Surf & White Wing
Giant Bluebill (Big Blue)
Giant Oldsquaw–(D & H)
Giant Canvasback (Big Can)-by Bud Shell
Eider-Common & King hen or drake

45.50
45.50
45.50
45.50
48.75

13.50
13.50
13.50
14.00
15.25

40.75
40.75
40.75
40.75
44.25

Eider-Common w/clam
Giant Harlequin
Super Mag. Goldeneye (Big GEE)
Full Body Stand Up Mallard/Black Regular

52.25
45.50
48.75
48.00

19.50
12.25
16.75
10.50

47.25
36.75
44.25
48.00

Full Body Stand Up Mallard/Black Feeder

48.00

Mallard-Wing Preener (Solid Body, wing and head
are unattached)

45.00

11.25
14.50 x-wings

45.00

Coot-regular-by Bud Shell
Hooded Merganser-D & H-by Tim Bombardier
Standard Canvasback-Reg & Back Preener
Mag, Bufflehead-d & h-by Bomber (Buff-Zilla)
Pacific “Del” Brant (solid body)
Hooded Merganser-D & H-by Graham Price
Mag. Buffy (Squat.-D & H)-by Gary Hanson
Mag. Goldeneye-Drake-byBomber (Ge-Zilla)
Mag. Goldeneye-Sleeper byBomber (Ge-Zilla)
Stan. Mallard-by Bud Shell-Reg. & Preener
Standard Can-Regular-by Bud Shell
Mag. Ringneck-(Ring-Zilla)
Prices subject to change without notice
Listed unit pricing includes head and body

29.50
29.50
29.50
29.50
34.75
29.50
29.50
34.75
34.75
29.50
29.50
34.75

10.50
10.50
10.50
10.50
12.50
10.50
10.50
12.75
n/a
10.50
10.50
12.75

26.95
26.95
26.95
26.95
34.75
26.95
26.95
30.50
30.50
26.95
26.95
30.50

THE E. ALLEN PREMIUM DECOY
order

Standard

DESCRIPTION
Bufflehead hen or drake, or sleeper
Teal-Greenwing hen, drake, breast rester

Teal-Bluewing
Scaup- regular,squat,sleeper,breast rester
Goldeneye hen, drake, drake sleeper
Old Squaw hen or drake - Harlequin
Woody
hen or drake
Ruddy-One piece (soon-separate body & head)
Widgeon
Pintail-Regular & Sleeper
Spoonbill
Ringneck-Regular & Sleeper
Mag. Mallard/Black hi head, reg, dabbler, sleeper,
crosshead, preener, no head feeder

Magnum

Gadwall
Redhead-dk, hn ,drk.Slpr,Breast Rester & Preener
Mag. Canvasback reg. or sleeper

Red Breasted Merganser

Magnum +

Oversize

Super Mag

Field Decoys
Specialty
in production in
production in
production
in production
in production
in production
in production
in production
in production
in production
in production
coming soon

****
****
****

with Clam
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48.00
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THE E. ALLEN DECOY
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THE E. ALLEN DECOY
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E. ALLEN DECOY
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THE E. ALLEN DECOY
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THE E. ALLEN DECOY
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THE E. ALLEN DECOY
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E. ALLEN DECOY

Canvasback Comparisons
Super Mag. Canvasback
Magnum Canvasback
Standard Canvasback
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E. ALLEN DECOY

White Wing Scoter
White Wing Scoter w/ Mussel
Surf Scoter
(above)

Common Eider-Drake & Hen
Common Eider Drake w/ Mussel
King Eider
(below)
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*** 2003 *** *** 2003 ***
**THE E.ALLEN DECOY**

STANDARD MALLARD by BUD SHELL

STANDARD MALLARD-REGULAR
This Standard Mallard is the newest addition to our Rig. The original of this decoy was
carved by Earl “Bud” Shell. Bud has been working with us for years and is insightful in
his understanding of the bird as well as what is necessary for us from a manufacturing
standpoint. He has worked with and refined this pattern through several competitions
and it’s “just right”. This bird almost paints itself and will be a great addition to your
rig.
Bud won 2nd in Shooting Stool at Westlake with his Redheads and then won 1st Best of
Show at the 2002 Flats Show in the Market Gunner 3-Bird Rig Competition. At the Flats
Show, Bud also won 1st & 2nd Best of Show in Market Gunner with his Redheads (Drake
& Hen).
The body dimensions are: Length=14 ¼ ”, Width=7”, Height=4 ½ ”
Solid blocks are available by special order
E. ALLEN DECOY COMPANY
LOCK STOCK & BARRELL, INC.
36568 Boyce, Clinton Twp., MI 48035 (office)
Ph: (586) 790-2678
EM: duckguylsb@juno.com, Web: www.lockstockbarrell.com
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THE E. ALLEN DECOY

Hooded Merganser-Drake
The pattern for this Hooded Merganser was carved by Tim Bombardier. Both the drake
& hen are now in production and available. This decoy will make a great addition to your
rig or mantle.

Coot-Swimmer
Our Coot was carved by Bud Shell. Bud also carved the patterns for our Redhead series.
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*** 2004 *** **THE E.ALLEN DECOY***** 2004 ***

Magnum BUFFLEHEAD-“Squat Drake & Hen”

MAGNUM BUFFLEHEAD-SQUAT DRAKE
Mag. Buffy “Squat” is a great addition to our Flock. The original of this decoy was carved by a good friend and hunting partner, Gary Hanson. Gary
has been carving, teaching and competing for several decades and has an intuitive understanding of how a decoy must look and above all…ride the water. Both the Drake & Hen (not shown) heads are available.
A couple years ago, he took 1st Best of Show Market Gunner (pool competition) at the ODCCA Show, in Westlake, Ohio with an awesome Drake Oldsquaw.
This bird will look great in your hunting rig and lends itself well to modifying into various other positions.
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2000**THE E. ALLEN DECOY**2000

MALLARD-WING PREENER-“WPN”

This master pattern of the Standard Mallard-Wing Preener was carved by
Bill Weimer. This active pose will give “apparent motion” to your rig even
when there is no wind or wave motion.
This decoy comes in three parts: body, head and wing. There is also an indent for the tail feathers. You can easily make a “curl” from a piece of a
plastic from a trash can lid and bond it into the slot provided. If you do not
intend to include a curl, merely fill in the slot with carvable “bondo”.
Bill has been carving and winning for a long time and we are very pleased to
be working with him.
The body dimensions of this decoy are: length 15”, width 7 ½” and height 4”
at the top of the body and 5” at the wing.
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*** 2002 *****THE E.ALLEN DECOY** *** 2002 ***

Magnum Bufflehead-“Buff-Zilla”

MAGNUM BUFFLEHEAD – “BUFF ZILLA”
The original carving for “Buff Zilla” was done by Tim Bombardier, who also
carved our Hooded Merganser. Tim is an outstanding carver and has been
working closely with us to develop an entire series of Magnum Divers. He is
working on a Magnum Goldeneye and Magnum Ringneck that will be available soon.
Buff-Zilla is available in both Drake & Hen. Those who hunt with large decoys will understand the drawing power of this bird alongside the rest of our
Magnum & Super Magnum series.
The body dimensions are: Length=13 ½”, Width=7”, Height=4”
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*** 2002 *** **THE E.ALLEN DECOY***** 2002 ***

Super Magnum Canvasback-“Big Can”

SUPER MAGNUM CANVASBACK

“Big Can” is the one of the newest additions to our Flock. The
original of this decoy was carved by one of our favorite carvers (ok,
they’re all our favorite), Earl “Bud” Shell. Bud has been working
with us for years and is great in his understanding of the bird as
well is what is necessary for us from a manufacturing standpoint.
This bird will look great in your hunting rig and lends itself well to
modifying into various other positions.
The body dimensions are: Length=17”, Width=9-1/2”, Height=5-1/2”
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**THE E. ALLEN DECOY**
SUPER MAGNUM GOLDENEYE

This carving of the Super Magnum Goldeneye (shown next to our standard
Goldeneye) is the latest addition to our E. Allen-Super Magnum-Line of decoys. The original Super Magnum Goldeneye is the first of a series of decoys being carved for us by Hank Garvey from Plum Island, Massachusetts.
Hank has been a good friend of ours for some time and we’re very pleased to
be working on decoys with him. Hank has numerous awards and best of
shows to his credit along with winning 2nd best of show in the Ward World
Shooting Rig Competition in 1998 with his 3 White Winged Scoters.
The body dimensions of this decoy are: length 19”, width 10” and a height
of 6”.
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*** 2002 *** **THE E.ALLEN DECOY***** 2002 ***

Pacific Brant-“Del Brant”

We are very proud to announce our affiliation with Del Herbert. Del is truly
one of the premier carvers in the world and has captured Best of Shows from
the West Coast to the East Coast. Del is known for his love of the Brant &
won the 1998 Shooting Stool World Championship with his Brant rig.
Del was one of the featured carvers/painters/instructors at the 2002 Ward
World Competition. He taught a 2-day painting seminar during the World
Show with this decoy.....provided by The E. Allen Decoy Company and Lock
Stock & Barrell.

The body dimensions
are:
Length=15”,
Width=7-1/2”
Height=6”
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E. ALLEN DECOYS

BODY DIMENSIONS
EADC-DEKE SPECS-Body Measurements

Body-Length

Body-Width

Body-Height

Teal

10 1/4

5 1/4

3 1/2

Buffy

11

5 3/4

3 3/4

Bluebill

12

7

4 1/4

Oldsquaw

13 1/2

7 1/2

4 1/4

Goldeneye

14 1/4

7 1/4

4 1/2

Woody

13 1/2

6 1/2

4 1/2

Ruddy

11 1/4

6 1/4

5 1/2

Widgeon

14 1/2

7

4 1/2

Pintail

15

7

4 1/2

Spoonie-Shoveler

12

6

3 1/2

Ringneck

10 1/2

6

4

Stan. Mallard-Reg (Shell)

14 1/4

7

4 1/2

Stan. Mallard-Wing Preener-WPN

15

7 1/2

4

Standard Canvasback-Shell & Shannon

12 1/2

7

4

Hooded Merg-Bomber

13

6 1/2

4

Hooded Merg-Price

11

6

3 3/4

Redhead

13

7 1/2

5

Gadwall

14 1/4

7

4 1/4

Mag. Buffy * Buff-Zilla*Bomber

13 1/2

7

4

Mag. Buffy-Squat * Hanson

12 1/2

7 1/2

4 1/4

Mag. Goldeneye * GE-Zilla * Bomber

17

8 1/2

5

Magnum Canvasback

13 1/4

8 1/4

4 1/4

Mag. Mallard (7 positions)

16

8

5

R.B. Merganser

15 1/2

7

4 1/4

Common Merganser

18

8

5

Brant-Atlantic * Dobroski

17

8 1/2

5 1/2

Brant-Pacific * Del Herbert

15

7 1/2

6

Giant Bluebill/Redhead-"Big Blue"

17

9 1/2

5

Giant Canvasback-"Big Can" (Shell)

17

9 1/2

5 1/2

Giant Goldeneye-"Big GE"

19

10

6

Scoter-Giant OS-Giant Harlequin

19

9 1/2

5 1/4

Eider

20 1/4

10 1/2

6 1/4

Full Body Field Mallard-Regular

15 1/2

7

7 1/2

Full Body Field Mallard-Feeder

23

7 1/2

6 1/2
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SCULL HUNTING VIDEO
We currently have a 2 hour video on hunting using our BRANT II 2-man scull boat, the WHISTLER 2-man
pumpkinseed style layout boat, the SOUTH BAY SCOOTER ( 2-man marsh and layout boat) and the E. ALLEN
DECOYS. This video includes 2 hours of hunting, set-ups and sculling instructions. You will see scull hunts in
good weather and fowl (pun intended) on Goldeneye, Bufflehead, Mallards, Woodies, Bluebills, Merganser, Redheads and Coot (yes…Coot). We also have a segment on the two-toned brown base camouflage pattern which we
have developed through PPG for our marsh hunting.
We have been working with some wildfowl biologists, from the U.S. FISHERIES & WILDLIFE DEPARTMENT, in their studies and collections. They specifically needed to collect actively feeding diver ducks so as to
check stomach contents to track their feeding habits and their impact on the Zebra Mussel infestation we have
here in Lake St. Clair and Lake Erie. Our BRANT II scull boat and our sculling has proven to be the most effective means they have found to harvest these birds Also included is footage showing how we set up for layout
hunts in conjunction with our sculling. We use the sculler and tenders (22’ & 18’) to set decoys for our WHISTLER and SOUTH BAY SCOOTER, then pull back to shore or anchorage with the scullers and tenders. We will
set decoys out near shore and scull through the decoys when birds land. We also go out sculling on rafts of birds
for shooting and to push them for our layout shooters. We will typically have two to three scull boats on shore to
lend support and versatility to the hunting. We are featuring our own: Lou’s Guide Service and The Covered
Gate Outfitters (our Texas affiliate-dove, quail, ducks, geese, deer, turkey, bass & trout…and more).

The video is VHS format and costs $25 plus $6.00 S/H. Ask for the “Scull Hunt” Video.

DECOY PAINTING VIDEO-VOL. I-“SIX DRAKES”
This video is a 2 tape set (4 hours) on painting the E. ALLEN DECOY. Following a brief introduction we cover:
materials needed, overview of decoys available, preparation, assembly & priming. Then we move on to paint six
drake decoys: Bufflehead, Goldeneye, Mallard, Bluebill, Redhead and Canvasback using our flat marine
enamel paints as well as some acrylics. We also show and explain how to keel and rig your decoys for puddle
duck hunting and open-water layout shooting with mother lines. You will also get a chance to see some of the
other drakes and hens to be shown in subsequent videos. *** This video set gives you a “close-up”, almost
“hands-on” look at decoys and painting.

This DVD set is $45.95 plus $8.00 S/H. Ask for “Vol. I-Decoy Painting” Video.

Now available on DVD (2-disk set).
DECOY PAINTING VIDEO-VOLUME II-“HEN MALLARD”
This new 2 hour video on painting the E. ALLEN DECOY , covers the Hen Mallard. Following an introduction, we move into an overview of references and the materials you will be
needing to complete your decoy. This includes: books, paints, primers, clear coats, marine
bondo and brushes. We carry these materials in stock for your convenience. The necessary
prep, assembly and re-priming instructions are covered in Vol. IA. This video shows you two
painting styles: one shows more detail while the second is very simple. We also give you an
overview of all the decoys we carry. This video is another “close-up”, “hands-on”, “how-to”
video brought to you by our own “Kitchen Table Productions”.
“Thank you for your support”!
This is VHS format and costs $25 plus $6.00 S/H. Ask for “Vol. II-Hen Mallard” Video
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Books by Bruce Burke
Patterns and Painting Reference
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$35 each
If you buy both-$30 each

Workbench Projects
Traditional Hunting Decoys by Mark Costilow
This is an outstanding reference book to get the beginner into
carving and painting their own decoys.
Mark takes you from the pattern to the carving process and into
painting Bluebills, Redheads and Canvasbacks.
This process is easy to follow and Mark has a knack for making it
work well.
Retail Price: $28
LSB Price: $25

Carving & Painting
Drake Mallard
with Tom Matus
This book by Tommy Matus is a great next
step in your carving and painting journey.
This is an intense book with outstanding
reference and instruction. I took a carving
and painting class from Tom several years
ago and I learned more in those two days
than I thought possible. You will learn a lot
with this book as Tom’s infectious love of
carving and painting catches up with you.

Retail Price: $17.95
LSB Price: $14.50

Creating “Antique Decoys”
With Tommy Matus
This newest offering by Tommy Matus
carries you into another realm altogether.
You will be walked through the process
of creating your own “antique” decoy,
giving it that “Old World” look and feel.
You will be introduced to:
Carving the Decoy
Aging the Wood
Preparing the Surface
Painting the Wood
Antiquing Techniques
Retail Price: $19.95
LSB Price: $18.50
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COLOR HARMONY
BY KEITH MUELLER
This outstanding painting reference
and mixing guide was developed by
Keith Mueller, truly one of the
greatest carvers and painters in the
Country.
You will gleam a wealth of knowledge now and for years to come
from this chart and the accompanying reference guide.
Retail: $29.95
LSB Price: $25
RIGGING SUPPLIES
We stock the rigging supplies you will need for hunting
Puddlers and Divers.
1/4” New England Line for Mother Lines
1/8” Parachute cord for drop lines (shown)
Reel Quik & weights for your Puddler Rig (shown)
Custom Keel-fits E. Allen Mag. Mallards (shown)
Line Clips 5” S/S (shown)
Marine Carabeeners-both ends of Mother Lines.
Mushroom Anchors (8 lb.) for Upwind Mother Line
Sash Weights for Downwind Mother Line.

FME Stocked Shelves
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Flat Marine Enamels (FME)
Boat & Decoy Paint
These Flat Marine Enamel (oil based) paints have been used for decoys and boats by generations of hunters in this region. We have a mile long area of waterfront (Lake St. Clair) known
as the Nautical Mile. There are more boats in this one mile of lake frontage than any other
place in the country. That, on top of the fact that we are an “old world’ market hunting area,
gives us an advantage in the development of decoy and boat paints. Chris Craft started in this
lake and their “roots” began with duck hunting boats and decoys. We are rich in duck history.
All of our paints (FME) are manufactured for us, to our color requirements and specifications.
These colors are designed to be UV protected and have a FLAT finish, perfect for all of your
decoy and hunting boat needs. For your convenience, we package these paints in gallons,
quarts, pints, ½ pints and ¼ pints. We can also have any color custom blended for you. We are
your “one stop shop” for decoy and boat paints. These FME paints are “primer based”,
meaning that they are self priming, have a high pigment and flattener “load” and can be overcoated easily. Note: due to shortage of 1/4 pint cans, FME is not available in 1/4 pints.
FLAT MARINE ENAMEL (FME)-OIL BASED (recommended for hunting decoys & duck boats)
#1 BLACK
#2 WHITE
#3 BDY BLACK
#4 DARK GRAY
#5 LIGHTER GRAY
#6 D.DARK BROWN
#7 LITE BROWN
#8 CHESTNUT
#9 OSS BROWN
#10 OST BROWN
#11 B/D BROWN
#12 BEIGE
#13 CREAM
#14 DARK GREEN

#16
#17
#18
#19
#20
#21
#22
#23
#24
#25
#26

SPEC. BLUE
BILL BLUE
OLIVE
YELLOW/GOLD
ORANGE
SNOW BILL
OS BILL-Pink
YELLOW
RED
PLUM
STARCRAFT
CAMO LIGHT
BROWN

#27 STARCRAFT CAMO
DARK BROWN
#28 DEAD GRASS GREEN
#29 HAR. BROWN
#30 HAR. BLUE
#31 DEAD GRASS BROWN
#32 OW LIGHT GRAY
#33 OW MED. GRAY
#34 OW DARK GRAY
#35 O/D GREEN
#36 D/W BROWN
#37 BURNT SIENNA-GA
#38 BURNT SIENNA-JS
#39 MLB-GREY
#40 HMS-Hen Mallard Side
#41 NAT.GEAR GRAY BASE
#42 NAT.GEAR MED. BROWN
#43 NAT.GEAR DARK BROWN
#45 BANKES GREEN
#46 BANKES TAN
1/4 pints are temporarily unavailable due to rising costs, quantities
& availability.
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PRICES
GALLON-$57.00
QUART-$26.50
PINT-$19.50
½ PINT-$14.50
¼ PINT-$9.95 N/A
Add 40% for #24-Red
A/G Primer-Gal. $115
A/G Primer-Qt. $44

FLAT MARINE ENAMEL (FME)-COLOR CHART

We are adding colors on a regular basis and all the colors are not on this chart. Please email us for “up to date”
colors and we will be happy to email the chart and new colors to you in a “jpg” file. If there is a color you would
like…..that we do not have yet……..send us a sample and we will have it match, give it a name/number and stock
Click on the “FME Color Chart (pdf)” on our website for all the colors that we stock.
it.
Thanks much and let us know how we can be of service.
Lou
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FLAT MARINE ENAMEL (FME)-COLOR CHART

We have added some colors to our FME line up.
You will find the Natural Gear Colors matched
here with #41 (Nat. Gear Gray Base), #42 (Nat.
Gear Medium Brown) and #43 (Nat. Gear Dark
Brown-same as FME #6).
Several other of our new colors are shown above
along with #28 Special that is available during the
Fall as a special blend at a discount. Call us.

FME #40 HMS is our Hen Mallard Side base coat
for painting the Hen Mallard. The back is FME #6
D. Dark Brown.
All of our FME colors are available and suitable
for Boat & Decoy painting and are true Flat Marine Enamels-oil based paints.
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FLAT MARINE ENAMEL (FME)-NATURAL GEAR COLORS

Nat. Gear Base Coat #41
(Paint job by Brian Schmidt)

Nat. Gear Base Coated with #41 and detailed with #42 (Medium
Brown) & #43 (Dark Brown). Easy to get this effect with a sponge.

Nat. Gear Paint Job
by Ken Cantrell

Nat. Gear Paint Job
by Dan Boring

Pontoon Boat in FME Nat. Gear Colors
by Dave Hammarberg
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Painting an Aluminum or Fiberglass Boat
1. Be sure the boat has been cleaned off well with soap and water to remove all dirt, grease, leaves,
grime and all that stuff that accumulates from years of hunting.
2. Lightly solvent wipe things down with a rag and lacquer thinner. This will remove any gasoline, oil
or petroleum residues that would mess with your sanding or prevent paint from adhering. When finished
with the solvent rag, be sure to let it set out and lose it’s solvents before you put it into a closed container or trash can.
3. Sand the entire boat, as required, to remove and/or scuff all the paint. Be sure to remove any loose
paint. When sanding a duck boat, I prefer 80-100 grit. It gives better “tooth” and, after all……..it’ll help
with the dulled surface and paint adhesion. Sanding must be taken into the best previously adhered surface in order to have the new coat of paint hold properly.
4. For Aluminum boat-Spot prime any bare aluminum with ASG Primer (or AG Primer), specifically
designed for use on “Aluminum, Stainless & Galvanized”. Do not thin AG Primer. A second option
would be to prime the entire boat with PPG’s Epoxy Primer.
5. For Fiberglass boat-You can go right to the FME as this is a Primer-Based Paint and will serve as it’s
own primer. If you would like, another option would be to prime with PPG-Epoxy Primer and then follow up with FME.
6. Once the primer has dried (AG, PPG or 1st coat of FME), you can base coat the entire boat, inside and
out, with the base coat FME (Flat Marine Enamel-oil based) color of your choice. FME is a “primer
based” paint and requires no other primer underneath it on a properly prepared surface. You may use a
brush, roller or sprayer. When spraying, the best is an airless sprayer though you can thin slightly with a
high quality paint thinner for use in a regular air spray gun. If using the air-feed spray gun, we recommend the top-feed, gravity style of gun. It requires less air and less thinning to get a proper pattern. You
will also achieve greater success with a couple thinner coats rather than one thick coat. Thinner coats
will cure/dry much faster and more thoroughly….thus, more durable. Secret: “thin, you win”.
7. When the base coat is dry (usually overnight in good temps), you may accent with any other FME
color you’d like. The options are endless……match your local vegetation.
8. We have several camoflage patterned paint schemes and colors available.
*Our 2-tone Reed Stripe was developed for the cat-tail marshes & flooded corn. Base coat in Starcraft
Camo Light Brown (#26) and reed stripe with an automotive striping brush with Starcraft Camo Dark
Brown (#27), thinning #27 on the palette as you work. We developed these colors through PPG specifically for us and Starcraft. You can even “green it up” a bit with Dead Grass Green (#28), O/D Green
(#35) or some Olive (#18).
*Our Open Water Gray Pattern is very effective for layout hunting. You can base coat the entire boat
with Open Water Medium Gray (#33) or Open Water Dark Gray (#34) and allow to dry. Once dry, overstripe with a wave pattern of Open Water Light Gray (#32) by cutting the feed pressure down, reducing
the size of your pattern to a small area and reducing the feed rate so it will be easy to control. Move the
spray gun around in a lazy “wave”, walk alongside the boat and “wave” the gun to give the pattern you’d
like.
We have pictures of these patterns that we can email to you.
You can create your own color patterns/schemes with any of the FME colors we have. All the decoy and
boat paints are TRUE - FLAT MARINE ENAMELS and work well with each other.
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Golden Acrylics
We are now a factory direct, stocking dealer for the Golden Artists line of Matte Acrylic
Paints. These paints are water soluble when wet but absolutely waterproof when they
dry. We have four lines of the Golden’s: Interference Colors, Matte Acrylics (M/A),
Matte Fluid Acrylics (MFA), & the Hi-Load Matte Acrylics (HLMA). These paints are
perfect for our decoy needs. They have the flatness of finish that is desired and the permanence that is required.
Primary painting can be done with the Matte Acrylics (MA), giving you the velvety look
that we want in our birds. Detailing can be typically done with the Hi-Load Acrylics.
These paints have the maximum amount of pigment that can be held in suspension. They
cover very well. If you prefer, all the painting can be done with the Matte Fluid Acrylics.
The Matte Fluid Acrylics (MFA) are “air brush ready”, though you can thin them with
some airbrush medium and super loaded matte medium for various desired effects. They
have the coverage and surface of the Matte Acrylics but are pre-thinned with matte medium for air brushing. You can also use the Matte Fluid Acrylics to paint and detail your
entire decoy. These Matte Fluid Acrylics are creamy and flow very well from your brush
and thin well for shading, detailing and wet blending.
The interference colors are to be mixed with bone black, in a 50/50 proportion, thinned
with some flow aide and then “washed on” over a black base to give the desired iridescence effect to the head of birds like Mallards, Goldeneye, Bluebills, Ringnecks and portions of the Bufflehead.
We are also carrying various accessorial materials: Regular Gel, Soft Gel, Matte Medium, Super Loaded Matte Medium, Varnish, Gac 700 and Air Brush Medium. We
stock the MFA in 1 oz., 4 oz. & 16 oz. bottles, the MA & HLMA in 4 oz jars, gel in 8 oz.
jars, air brush medium in 4 oz. & 16 oz., Gac 700 in 8 oz. & 32 oz. bottles, matte varnishflow release-retarder in 4 oz. bottles and the interference colors and bone black in 2 oz.
tubes. If we don’t have the material in the color or size you want, we’ll get it for you and
then we will stock it.
We are also a factory direct stocking dealer for Testor’s Dull Cote. This clear coat is the
flattest clear spray we have found on the market. Two mist coats will give you excellent
abrasion resistance, water proofing and that flat-velvety look you want for your decoys.
You can buy individual cans or entire cases as we are well stocked.
Prices are on our website: www.lockstockbarrell.com
BRUSHES
Along with the paints, we are now stocking brushes from Loew Cornell. We have a good
variety in stock and can outfit you with the brushes you need (see page 50).
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Stock
6
6
3
6
3
6
6
6
3
3
3
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
3
6
6
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
4
2/15/2011

Stock #
7550
7550
7550
7450
7450
7020
7020
7020
3600
3500
3500
3000
797-F
797-F
797-F
797-F
797-F
7500
7850
7040
7040
Series 4
Series 4
J-23
40

Loew Cornell Brush Prices
Description
Wash
Wash
Wash
Chisel Blender
Chisel Blender
Ultra Round
Ultra Round
Ultra Round
Oval Wash
Comfort Filbert
Comfort Filbert
Comfort Round
Flat Stain
Flat Stain
Flat Stain
Flat Stain
Flat Stain
Filbert
Deerfood Stippler
Round Stroke
Round Stroke
Duster/Stippler
Duster/Stippler
Palette Knife
Trowel
Royal/Langnickel
Royal/Langnickel
Royal/Langnickel
Royal/Langnickel
LC-Brush Retail Prices
Lock Stock & Barrell, Inc.
36568 Boyce Drive (offices)
Clinton Township, MI 48038
Phone: (586)-790-2678
Email: duckguylsb@juno.com
www.lockstockbarrell.com
www.eallendecoys.com
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Size
1"
3/4"
1/2"
6
4
6
4
2
3/4"
6
10
3
12
10
8
6
4
4
1/4"
6
4
4
2
4"
3-3/8"
10
8
6
2

Handle Color
Black-red
Black-red
Black-red
Black-red
Black-red
Black-red
Black-red
Black-red
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
White-blue
White-blue
White-blue
White-blue
White-blue
Black
Black
Black-yellow
Black-yellow
Plain wood
Plain wood
Stain/varnish
Stain/varnish
Filbert
Filbert
Filbert
Round

Price
$19.65
$14.25
$9.25
$6.55
$5.85
$10.19
$9.15
$8.05
$19.95
$6.65
$9.50
$4.75
$12.95
$9.95
$8.25
$5.50
$4.25
$6.85
$9.39
$9.85
$9.05
$3.75
$3.05
$6.30
$6.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

PHOTO GALLERY
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PHOTO GALLERY

Cinnamon Teal painted by Gary Hanson.
Redhead Drake painted by Bud Shell.
Rest of Decoys painted by Lou Tisch.
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PHOTO GALLERY

Hen Mallard painted by Lou Tisch. This is the “prep bird” painted by Lou while he and Bud
Shell were preparing for one of the classes they taught. These classes are held at Lock Stock
& Barrell, Inc.’s shop. Watch the website for class schedules.

The Hen Canvasback (shown below) was also painted by Lou Tisch as a “prep bird”, getting ready for a
painting class taught by Lou and Bud Shell. The original pattern for this decoy was carved by Bud
Shell as was the original pattern for the Mallard shown above.
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PHOTO GALLERY
This is an E. Allen Drake Harlequin painted by Gary Hanson.
Gary is also the fella who carved
our Magnum Buffy-Squat, Drake
& Hen.
The Harlequin pattern (hen OS)
was carved by Keith Mueller.
We also have a Super Magnum
Harlequin that will be is now in
production. It’s the size of our
Scoters and the original was
carved by Keith Mueller and
modified by Gary Hanson for us
as the Super Magnum Oldsquaw
and Giant Harlequin.
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PHOTO GALLERY-BOATS

This Gallery gives you a look at some of the LSB boats
and others painted by Lou Tisch for himself and customers. This highlights our Open Water Gray pattern as well
as a reed stripe pattern and colors that we developed
through PPG for Starcraft. These colors are available in
FME (#26 Starcraft Camo Light)(#27 Starcraft Camo
Dark) as well as through any PPG Automotive Collision
Supply House. You would ask for Delstar (DAR-25682
for the light brown & DAR-25683 for the dark brown).
The boat is base coated with #26 & reed striped with
#27, using an automotive pin-striping brush.

If doing the Open Water color pattern, base coat your boat with #33 (Open Water Medium Gray) and over
stripe it to look like waves, using #32 (Open Water Light Gray) by cutting the feed of your spray gun down
low and shrinking the pattern as small as possible. Then “overspray” the entire boat a little to bring everything together.
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PHOTO GALLERY-HUNTING SUCCESSES

Above: River Scull with two boats between Michigan and
Indiana.

Above: Lake St. Clair scull hunt for Ruddy. Steve with
the results of about 2 hrs. of hunting.

Below: Indiana Scull hunt for Coot ...29 in an hour and a
half of sculling. Coot are fun to hunt and great eating.

Below: Outer Banks scull by Jeff Bonin and his buddy,
Brian, for Bluebills. Results of ONE scull.

Below: Results of one of our Weekend-at-Lou’s on Lake
St. Clair. We had a bunch of fellas in for a weekend of
hunting, both layout and scull hunting for divers and puddlers.

Below: Results from a Sea Duck Hunt for Eider with
Keith Mueller in Nantucket Sound, Mass. Gene Chandler and Lou Tisch, also hunting with Paul Dobrosky,
Dave Clark. Great Time.
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LOU’S GUIDE SERVICE
Excellence in Hunting Equipment & Service
===========================================================================
2011/12Waterfowl Hunting Season
Quality waterfowling with top of the line custom and specialty rigs. Hunt the famous St. Clair Flats, Lake St. Clair and outlying rivers & marshes with Lou Tisch & Brian Tisch.
Hunting the areas where legends were born!
Waterfowling Tools:
Licensed Captain & Guides
Starcraft jon boats, painted PPG camo.colors
Starcraft 22’ mother & 18’ tenders for layouts
Lock Stock & Barrrell, Inc. scullers and layouts
Evinrude & Johnson motors
Quality built & hand-painted decoys

Hunting Lodge on Lake St. Clair
Portable one-man body blinds
Carpeted, padded low profile seats
Comfortable marsh seats
Full ship-to-shore communication
Contest quality calling... AND MORE !!

These hunting rigs have been featured in“Gun Dog Magazine” March/April 1983, *“Michigan Out-of-Doors “ November
1985, *“Michigan Out-of-Doors” November 1988, *“Michigan Out-of-Doors” April 1992, *“Wildfowl” March/April 1993,
*“Outdoor Life”, Nov. ‘96, *“Michigan Out-of-Doors” TV Show, Feb. ‘98, *“Woods N Waters News”, Oct. ‘98,
*“Michigan-Out-of-Doors” Magazine, Nov. ’98, *”Waterfowl Magazine”, Nov. 02.
Our Layout Hunts are based at our “Hunting Lodge” right on the shores of Lake St. Clair in Anchor Bay. The birds tend to
raft up right out in front of our place, so we often use our front porch as a “Mother Boat”. Otherwise, we will set up where the
birds tend to be working. We know the birds and where to find them. We will also include some scull hunting with the Brant
II, as the opportunity presents itself. Our rig typically consists of 2 layout setups along with 2 tenders and a couple scullers
available to help make your hunt an unforgettable experience. We do have a video available of our hunting, highlighting our
layouts, scullers and the E. Allen Decoys.
Our Marsh Hunts & Scull Hunts are run in the famous St. Clair Flats area of Harsen’s Island as well as the marshes, bays and
open water of Bouviere Bay, Muscamoot Bay and Anchor Bay in Lake St. Clair. These areas are all “…Old World Market
Hunting Areas” and are teeming with birds.
Limited bookings are now being taken on a $100.00 deposit ($300 deposit for layout hunt). We will be running marsh hunts,
layout shoots, and Scull Hunts for ducks, geese and coots (yes...COOTS!). Our Michigan season should run from approximately October 11 through December 13, 2008, with a 6 bird bag. There will also be a limited number of Diver Hunts and late
season Scull Hunts for Geese available in January 2009. The availability of hunt bookings will be dependent upon huntable weather and birds.
Layout Hunt (four to six people)-$250 per person

Marsh Hunt/ Scull Hunt-$300 per person

We are also associated with a South Texas Guide Service (The Covered Gate Lodge) in Uvalde. We offer hunting for Ducks,
Geese, Quail, Dove, Deer, Rio Grande Turkey as well as fishing for Trout and Bass. We have over 12,000 dedicated acres.
Brochures and prices for Texas are available-call.

Lou Tisch-36568 Boyce Drive, Clinton Twp., MI 48035 * Ph: (586) 790-2678
Affiliate of Lock Stock & Barrell, Inc.
e-mail: duckguylsb@juno.com
www.lockstockbarrell.com * www.eallendecoys.com

HELPING YOU ENJOY YOUR SPORT!
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GENERAL PRICES
CLEAR COATS & ADHESIVES
PRICES
KRYLON MATTE FINISH (LAC.)
$ 10.95
LACQUER PRIMER (BLACK)
$ 10.95
ENAMEL PRIMER (GRAY)
$ 10.95
MARINE RIGID “BONDO”-QT.
$18.95
MARINE RIGID “BONDO”-PT.
$11.95
MARINE RIGID “BONDO”1/2PT.
$ 7.95
Marine “Bondo” is available in Mahogany & Rigid
White at the same price & includes hardener
TESTOR’S DULL COTE-FLAT(3 oz) $ 5.69
TESTOR’S DULL COTE-AVAIL. CASE LOTS
TEXTURING COMBS (set of 2)
$11.95
SCREW SETS (doz)(3”-4”galv)(ss wshrs) $ 5.95
GLOSS MEDIUM (4 oz)
$ 9.95
REEL QUIKS & WEIGHTS
$ 6.95
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LOCK STOCK & BARRELL, INC. * 36568 Boyce Drive, Clinton Twp., MI 48035-1420 (offices)
Phone: (586) 790-2678

e-mail: duckguylsb@juno.com

CATLSB05-BOAT.PRC08I (updated 09/28/09)
Date
______MR. _____MISS
______MRS. _____MS _____________________________________________________________________________________
STREET ADDRESS_____________________________________________________APT.NO._____________________________
CITY__________________________________________________STATE_________________ZIP_________________________
PHONE NUMBER (in case we have a question about your order)_____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
HOW MANY
NAME OF ITEM
PRICE EACH
EXTENTION
*BRANT I-(1 man sculler) Assembled
$2795.00
*BRANT I-Kit (LESS FOAM)
$2095.00
*BRANT II-(2 man sculler) Assembled & BRANT II-X
$3395.00
*BRANT II-Kit & BRANT II-X-KIT
$2745.00
*SOUTH BAY SCOOTER-Assembled
$3495.00
*SOUTH BAY SCOOTER-Kit (LESS FOAM)
$2745.00
**WHISTLER-(2 man layout-Assembled
$3695.00
**WHISTLER-LAYOUT-Kit (LESS FOAM,FLOOR,BACKREST)
$2695.00 _
____
SCULLING OAR-ASH, . (8’6”)
$ 250.00
MARSH BLIND/DECK COVER w/ MATS FOR BRANT II
$ 650.00 temp.n/a
MARSH BLIND/DECK COVER FOR SOUTH BAY SCOOTER
$ 650.00 temp n/a
SPRAY DODGER FOR THE BRANT II
$ 275.00
VIDEO-HUNTING (BRANT II, WHISTLER,SBS,E.ALLEN,LGS,CGL) $ 25.00
VIDEO-DECOY PAINTING-VOL.I-“6 DRAKES” & PREP-DVD
$ 45.95
VIDEO-DECOY PAINTING-VOL.II-“HEN MALLARD”(2 styles)VHS $ 25.00
VIDEO-ASSEMBLY (BRANT II)
$ 35.00
VIDEO-ASSEMBLY (SOUTH BAY SCOOTER)
$ 35.00
VIDEO-ASSEMBLY (WHISTLER) (2 TAPE SET)
$ 42.00
VIDEO-SCULLING ONLY (10 minute instructions)
$ 20.00
KEELS FOR DECOYS-STANDARD SIZE (weighted, add $10.00)
$ 10.00
KEELS FOR DECOYS-LARGE SIZE (scoter/eider)(weighted, add $15) $ 18.00
6’ GOOSE DECOY/BLIND (fiberglass)(“kit)
$ 295.00
6’ GOOSE DECOY/BLIND ( FINISHED)
$ 450.00
KEITH MUELLER’S –COLOR HARMONY & MIXING GUIDE
$ 29.95 Sale $25.00 Special 1101
NOR-VISE (ROTARY VISE SYSTEM)
$ 295.00
EXTRA SPOOLS FOR AUTOMATIC BOBBIN (PKG OF 3)
$ 10.00
CLIPS-5” SIZE FOR MOTHER LINES (SS)
PER DOZEN =
$ 15.00
MOTHER LINE (1/4” NYLON) (rec.125+ ft.)
PER FOOT
$ 0.34
MARINE RIGID PUTTY (‘BONDO”)(incl.cat.) PER PINT
=
$ 11.95
MARINE RIGID PUTTY (“BONDO”)(incl.cat.) PER QUART =
$ 18.95
PAINTED DECOYS-(SAMPLES) DRAKES
STARTING @ $ 105.00
PAINTED DECOYS-(SAMPLES) HENS
STARTING @ $ 115.00
PAINTED DECOYS-(IN DOZENS)(8d/4h)(start @PER DOZEN(+keels) $ 1000.00
TEXTURING COMBS (SET OF 2)
$ 11.95
REEL QUIK (ANCHOR SYS.)(INC. 8 oz. RUBBERIZED WT.)
$ 6.95
DECORATIVE DECOY DESIGNS-VOL.I-PUDDLERS-by Bruce Burk $ 35.00 back in print-new format
DECORATIVE DECOY DESIGNS-VOL.II-DIVERS-by Bruce Burk
$ 35.00 back in print-new format
PACKING AND GUARANTEED DELIVERY
MERCHANDISE
Orders to be shipped within the USA (48 states), to EACH
TOTAL
shipping address, please add:
ADD FOR:
Orders to $50.00............................$ 8.00-$12.50 (wt. & distance dependant)
CRATING &
Orders $50.01 to $100.00..............$ 12.50-$20.00 (wt. & distance dependant)
PACKING
Orders $100.01 to $500.00............$ 20.00 to $ 70.00+ (wt. & vol. dependent)
*****(cost may vary due to volume and weight)*** (figure about 10%-15%++ for S/H/Bx/Res/Ins)
*CRATING COST=$250.00

**CRATING COST=$300.00

DELIVERY

MICHIGAN RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 6% SALES TAX
***** TOTAL AMOUNT DUE
(MASTER CARD, VISA, DISCOVER, CHECK, MONEY ORDER)
CC TYPE___________ NUMBER __ __ __ __ * __ __ __ __ * __ __ __ __ * __ __ __ __ EXPIRATION DATE ____ / ____ / ____
Print name as it
appears on the card:

Card Holder
Signature
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LOCK STOCK & BARRELL, INC. * 36568 BOYCE DRIVE, CLINTON TWP., MI 48035 (offices)
Phone: (586) 790-2678
Email: duckguylsb@juno.com
DATE
_______
______MR. _____MISS
______MRS. _____MS _____________________________________________________________________________________________
STREET ADDRESS_____________________________________________________APT.NO.____________________________________
CITY__________________________________________________STATE_________________ZIP________________________________
PHONE NUMBER (in case we have a question about your order)____________________________________________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
HOW MANY
NAME OF ITEM
PRICE EACH
EXTENTION

PACKING AND GUARANTEED DELIVERY
MERCHANDISE
Orders to be shipped within the USA (48 states), to EACH
TOTAL
shipping address, please add:
ADD FOR:
Orders to $50.00................................................$ 8.00-$12.50 (wt. & distance dependant)
CRATING &
Orders $50.01 to $100.00.................................$ 12.50-$20.00
PACKING
Orders $100.01 to $500.00............$ 20.00 to $ 70+ (distance/wt dependent)
(cost may vary due to volume and weight)
*CRATING COST=$250.00
**CRATING COST=$300.00
DELIVERY
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 6% SALES TAX
***** TOTAL AMOUNT DUE
(MASTER CARD, VISA, DISCOVER, CHECK, MONEY ORDER)
CC TYPE___________ NUMBER __ __ __ __ * __ __ __ __ * __ __ __ __ * __ __ __ __ EXPIRATION DATE ____ / ____ / ____
Print name as it
appears on the card:

Card Holder
Signature
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